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In every story is an adventure…
Your adventure may be more serene but the similarity 
between yours and mine is that we both seek quality.  
Quality relationships, quality time, a life of quality.

Another adventure begins in this book. You’ll see yourself, 
you’ll see your friends, co-workers, employees, and family.  
You might stop for a second to realize that despite our 
different adventures, we’re tied together by the quality of 
our decisions, our visions, and our attitudes.

This is your adventure,  

This is your bag…

Car finally started. 
 

Forgot bag – front door. Kids arguing.  Forgot goggles.  

You serious?  

Back in house. Back in car.  Every traffic light red...
 

Come on! NOW you have to pee? 
Why aren’t you wearing your swimsuit under your clothes? 

Phew – it’s in bag.
Two minutes late to pool deck. 

Where is everyone?
OMG – it’s Saturday… swim lessons are on Sunday!



Inspired by the runways of Milan, this year’s color 
palette boldly features heathered grey, salt & 
pepper, steel blue, charcoal black, and smoked 
greys. Diagonal zippers, popping accents, and 
pinstripe lining make this selection of product unique 
and ready to show off in the office or in the wild.

Has your bag got a built-in USB charging port? Many 
of ours do. How about hidden back pockets for 
security? Or hook & loop fasteners? Compression 
straps, expandable gussets, inside organizers – we’ve 
got those too!  Leak-proof coolers with 40mm PE foam 
insulation – that’s an industry best!!  We don’t cut 
corners. We deliver quality.

We’ve been in the bag business since 1983. When 
you trust Debco with your bag purchase, not only do 
you get the best quality for your dollar, but you get 
the best service, the best inventory levels, the best 
decorating techniques, and the fastest lead-times in 
North America with NOW! service, the only TRUE same 
day decorated service in the country. We guarantee 
your complete satisfaction… always!

The Look…

The Bells & Whistles…

Our Guarantee…



ERIKA

TH
EMILLENNIAL

MOM
I’m successful. I have a two-
year old girl who means the 
world to me. I eat healthy 
and work out 5 days a 
week. I make informed 
decisions. My life is busy. I 
shop online. My social circle 
is restricted mostly to like-
minded mom’s. I love new 
technology. 

This is my bag,
This is my adventure...

I’m Erika...

I manage an online retail store. 
I work from home most of 
the time. My friends are 
homemakers, sales directors, 
and e-com specialists.

My Profession...

I run marathons. I volunteer 
my time with my church. 
I teach a yoga class on 
Saturday mornings.

My Side Hustles...
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2 front pockets. One vertical zip, 
one horizontal zip.

Padded Airmesh top carry 
handle and adjustable shoulder 

straps. Extra padded bottom.

Main padded compartment area 
with hook and loop fastener for 

your laptop.

Second compartment with 
double zippers and organizer 

pockets.

KN9240
STELLA VIERRA
LAPTOP BACKPACK
With its soft-touch Twill Nylon and inner striped liner, this backpack has 
a luxurious feel. Open the double zippers to the main compartment and 
inside you’ll find a padded, loop fastened pocket to protect and store your 
laptop (fits laptops up to 16.5 in). Secondary compartments feature double 
zippers and organizer pockets, with a padded airmesh carry handle and 
adjustable shoulder straps. The front vertical zippered pocket is another 
trendy touch.

QTY 25 100 250 500 750

2AB2C 46.08 42.94 36.47 32.12 30.90

STELLA VIERRA

Imprinted price includes one colour one location imprint unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $60.00(G) is extra. 

http://debco.rocks/MyBagMyAdventureEN_KN9240


CB9391
URSA MINOR 
SMALL COOLER BAG
This elegant cooler bag has a Polyester linen look and a three-
sided top zippered closure to main area to store your daily 
essentials. Hosting a PEVA liner this cooler is equipped with an 
extra thick, 40mm PE Foam airlock insulated cover, and 20mm 
PE Foam airlock insulated walls. It’s also leak proof and heat 
sealed. This cooler will keep your groceries and snacks cold 
for hours!

QTY 25 100 250 500 750

2AB2C 31.96 29.50 24.84 21.87 21.05

KN9196
ROSSEAU 
TWO-TONE KNAPSACK
Light-weight and awesome looking.The two-toned Polyester 
and inner red 210T PU liner is an absolute show-stopper. And 
you can keep your contents safe with a top drawstring closure 
to main compartment and inside mesh valuables pocket with 
zippered closure. The bag has a very elegant top flap over the 
main compartment with buckle closure as well as two cute 
shoulder pads on drawstring closure straps. The front zippered 
pocket is also extremely handy.

QTY 35 100 250 500 750

2AB2C 24.36 22.86 19.09 16.80 16.17

EXTRA THICK 
40mm and 20mm 
PE foam insulation.
Holds ice for up 
to 24h.

Heat Sealed
and

Leak Proof!

Erika also likes...

WB9271 E9351
SEA BREEZE 450 ML. (15 OZ.) 
BOROSILICATE WATER BOTTLE

LAVAL COTTON TOTE BAG

40M
M

Actual depth 
of PE foam 
insulation!
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THE
TRADITIONALIST

I’m an independent thinker. 
I’m not overly enamoured 
by expensive things. I’m not 
into social media. I prefer 
coffee with a friend over a 
text chat. I enjoy simplicity. 
I enjoy time with my loved 
ones. I am confident. 
I’m married. I have an 
analytical mind, and 
consider all options before 
making a decision.

This is my adventure.
This is my bag…

I’m Tony...

I’m in finance. I worked 
my way into a position 
that gives me a degree of 
flexibility. My friends are also 
in finance, do real estate, 
and pharmaceutical sales.

My Profession...

I make my own drones. I 
am a photographer during 
my spare time. I’m part of 
a Wednesday night mixed 
bowling league. I enjoy a 
great book. 

My Hobbies...

Tony
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KN9448
SAVANNAH
LAPTOP BACKPACK
The ultimate extensive backpack, this bag features a padded 
laptop compartment (fits laptops up to 17.3 in) along with 
organizer pockets and multiple pockets along the exterior. It is 
wrapped in polyester exterior fabric and an inner 150D lining, 
perfect to protect all your tech products and accessories. 
Furthermore, use the handy built-in USB charging port for 
convenient charging.

QTY 25 100 250 500 750

2AB2C 78.86 74.16 63.51 55.95 53.81

Built-in USB charging port for 
convenient charging with your 
own power bank and/or cable.

Hidden pocket on back of bag 
for valuables storage. Black 

webbed band to slip on your 
roller bag.

Two vertical front pockets. 
Durable, self-material side 

pockets with elastic expansion.

Main compartment with padded 
area with hook and loop 

fastener for your laptop. Second 
compartment with double 

zippers and organizer pockets.

SAVANNAH

 Pricing expires June 30, 2018. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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Removable shoulder strap with 
heavy duty metal clips 

and rings.

Trendy striped interior with 
organizer pockets.

Top carry handles and an 
adjustable/detachable shoulder 

strap for extra transportation 
convenience.

SP9433
RIVIERO 
DUFFLE BAG 
This no-nonsense duffle is built with two-tone 600D PVC and has 
a funky inner-liner that’s done in black and white pinstripe. Use the 
inside organizer pockets to keep your small contents handy and the 
adjustable/detachable shoulder strap to distribute the weight correctly.  
The metallic silver hardware adds a touch of class while the carry 
handles offer added convenience. The hard bottom board helps keep 
the duffle’s shape and it comes in a non-woven storage bag.  This is 
the perfect weekend getaway bag!

QTY 25 100 250 500 750

2AB2C 53.36 49.88 42.47 37.40 35.98

Tony also likes...

DA9402 LT9392
ROWN 600 ML. (20 OZ.) TUMBLER 
WITH CERAMIC LINING

EXCURSION 
AIRPLANE LUGGAGE TAG

http://debco.rocks/MyBagMyAdventureEN_SP9433
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THE
ENVIRONMENTALIST

I want the world to be a 
better place. I eat organic. 
I surround myself with 
positive people. I believe 
in many just causes. I’m 
hooked on traveling to 
new countries. I love the 
outdoors. I instill green living 
in my children. I’m cautious 
about my green footprint.

This is my adventure.
This is my bag…

I’m Eddie...

I’m a social worker 
specializing in outdoor 
therapy. My dream job 
would be in eco-tourism. 
My friends are starting 
careers in tech and 
education.

My Profession...

I play guitar. I’m a Vegan. I 
enjoy yoga. I volunteer with 
a youth camp. I’m on the 
community board as head 
of community clean-up 
initiatives

My Hobbies...

Eddie

http://debco.rocks/MyBagMyAdventureEN_KN9452
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KN9452
OUTRIDGE
LAPTOP/TABLET BACKPACK
The Outridge backpack is a gem. Made with durable 600D heathered 
Polyester, this bag features an oversized main compartment with double 
zippers, a padded laptop compartment (fits laptops up to 18 in) with hook 
and loop closure, as well as a slash pocket for tablet (fits tablets up to 13 
in). The adjustable front bungee cords are perfect for extra gear and have 
reflective material on the safety loops. It’s equipped with two side buckles 
and mesh pockets, adjustable airmesh shoulder straps with safety buckle 
and a back zippered pocket.

QTY 25 100 250 500 750

2AB2C 69.56 65.30 55.83 49.18 47.31

OUTRIDGE

Adjustable airmesh shoulder 
straps with safety buckle. 
Back airmesh padding.

Two compartments with 
padded sleeve for laptop 

and organizer pockets.

Adjustable bungee cords 
with reflective safety loops.

Two side buckles and two 
mesh pockets.

 Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to change. See website for most current pricing and promotions. 
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CB9227
VOGAR 
COOLER BAG
Yup, it’s a cooler bag, not a duffle! This soft zip cooler bag’s 
unique duffle design adds a beautiful differentiation to the 
regular old cooler bag. This cooler is constructed with ripstop 
and 2-tone 300D Polyester with a PEVA liner. It has tons of 
room for food, drinks, and snacks, equipped with a front 
zippered pocket, two insulated side zippered pockets, and 
a top zippered main compartment. There are two top carry 
handles and an adjustable/detachable shoulder strap.

QTY 25 100 250 500 750

2AB2C 35.22 32.60 27.53 24.23 23.32

SP9437
REDONDO 
DUFFLE BAG  
You’re styling with this contemporary two-toned 300D PVC 
rolled duffle bag. With an easy access straight zipper to main 
compartment and a modern slanted front zippered pocket 
you’ve got “the look” covered. Two side gusset zippered 
pockets, an adjustable shoulder strap, reinforced carry handles 
with button closure, and stylish pull tabs round out this hipster 
duffle. We’ll even throw-in the non-woven storage bag…

QTY 25 100 250 500 750

2AB2C 31.64 29.20 24.58 21.63 20.82

Eddie also likes...

WB9438 CU9466
TANGO 750 ML. (25 OZ.) WATER BOTTLE FERMATA WIRELESS MINI SPEAKER
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I love new tech. I adopt 
new technologies instantly. 
I’m free-spirited, confident, 
and comfortable in my own 
skin. I work hard and get 
rewarded for my efforts. My 
time is now.

This is my bag,
This is my adventure...

I’m Taylor...

I’m an app developer. I 
make my own hours. My 
friends are in engineering, 
aerospace, and 
technology.  

Professional Industry...

I do martial arts. I play 
ultimate Frisbee. I’ve 
sky-dived before. I love 
ziplining. I freelance 
with graphic design.

Side Hustle/Hobbies...

THE GADGET GURUTaylor
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KN9423
NOTCH EXPANDABLE 
LAPTOP/TABLET BACKPACK
This 600D heathered Polyester backpack has it all. The very modern 
two front diagonal zippered pockets are not only functional but very chic. 
There’s a mesh sleeve on the inside for your tablet (fits tablets up to 8 
in) in addition to a back padded and zippered laptop compartment (fits 
laptops up to 15.5 in). There’s a very convenient self-material handle 
and an expandable bottom gusset that provides an extra 3 inches of 
space. Airmesh padded and adjustable shoulder straps with a safety 
buckle make this backpack extremely comfortable to wear. It also comes 
packaged in a non-woven storage bag.

QTY 25 100 250 500 750

2AB2C 60.98 57.14 48.76 42.95 41.32

NOTCH

Airmesh padded adjustable 
shoulder straps with safety 

buckle. Hidden back pocket.

Two front slanted zippered 
pockets. Bottom expands an 

extra 3” to 7.5” D.

Unique, reinforced self-
material top carry handle.

Two padded compartments 
for your tablet and laptop, 

mesh zippered pocket, and 
organizer pockets.

Imprinted price includes one colour one location imprint unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $60.00(G) is extra. 

http://debco.rocks/MyBagMyAdventureEN_KN9423


P9436
ALBANY 
MESSENGER BAG
Strap on this exceptional messenger and prepare your day 
and your tech. With a zippered closure to main compartment, 
there’s an inside valuables zippered pocket for your needs (can 
also fit laptops up to 16.5 in). On the exterior is its classy two-
tone 300D PVC exterior, 190T PU liner, and a 4mm PE Foam 
padding for extra protection.

QTY 25 100 250 500 750

2AB2C 45.48 42.38 35.98 31.68 30.48

Taylor also likes...

CU9419 CU9331
IRIS WIRELESS CHARGER BEDROCK WIRELESS SPEAKER 

750 ML. (25 OZ.) WATER BOTTLE 

WIRELESS SPEAKER BOTTLE

Back zippered compartment Inside organizer pockets 
and padded laptop 

compartment. Fits laptops 
up to 16.5 in.

Expansion zipper on sides and bottom to create 
extra space for your belongings.

http://debco.rocks/MyBagMyAdventureEN_P9436
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I want to make a difference. 
I’m an unabashed user of 
social media. I get involved 
in charitable causes. I’m 
into cruelty-free products. 
I’m a cautious consumer.

This is my Bag,
This is my Adventure...

I’m Carley...

I work in health care. My 
friends are teachers, nurses, 
and some work in not-for-
profit.

Professional Industry...

I love animals. I’m 
into meditation and 
pilates. I bike to work. 
I volunteer at my local 
SPCA.

Side Hustle/Hobbies...

THE HIP-ENNIALCarley



THE HIP-ENNIAL
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KN9465
BELLEBE
BACKPACK
A beautiful bag with stunning accents. The Bellebe backpack is ideal for 
everyday adventure. Not only is it on trend with its heathered steel grey look, 
but it’s equipped with durable wulong fabric, a padded laptop compartment (fits 
laptops up to 17.3 in), two side mesh pockets, airmesh adjustable shoulder 
straps and a top carry handle. The interior is lined with fashion-forward grey 
lining while the exterior pocket has PVC belt straps with magnetic closure. This 
bag is well-suited to students, young professionals, and home care workers.

QTY 25 100 250 500 750

2AB2C 45.00 41.92 35.58 31.33 30.15

BELLEBEE

Trendy PVC belt straps with 
magnetic closure.

Airmesh padded adjustable 
shoulder straps.

Double zippered closure to main 
compartment with padded 

laptop sleeve.

Two side mesh pockets and 
front pocket.

 Pricing expires June 30, 2018. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.
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KN9274
CITY RIDER 
LAPTOP BACKPACK 
Here’s a classic Polycanvas backpack that we all know 
and love, featuring a zippered closure to the padded laptop 
compartment inside its main area (fits laptops up to 8 in). 
This bag also has a top carry handle to lug your contents 
about, and airmesh adjustable shoulder straps for maximum 
comfortability. 

QTY 35 100 250 500 750

2AB2C 26.26 24.68 20.65 18.18 17.50

TO9338
CINCINNATI POLYESTER TOTE
A sturdy yet stylish tote, it comes in vibrant colors and a 
stand-out look. With its 600D Polyester with two-tone 600D 
PVC material, it comes with a spacious main area and a front 
diagonally slanted zippered pocket. For any grocery and daily 
needs, use the two reinforced webbed handles/shoulder 
straps to carry your contents with maximum ease.

QTY 50 250 500 1000

AB2C 10.52 8.38 7.35 7.07

Carley also likes...

DA9435 CA9447
ARCTIC PEAK
650 ML. (22 OZ.) ACRYLIC 
TRAVEL TUMBLER

MALAWI 95 SHEET STICKY 
NOTE BOOK
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THE DYNAMO

I put in a lot of hours at 
work. I have two kids. 
I wake-up early, every 
morning, to work out. I 
travel for work. I spend a 
lot of time on email. I dislike 
cheaply made goods. I 
truly enjoy learning. I love to 
socialize with friends when I 
have the time.

This is my Bag,
This is my Adventure...

I’m Isabelle...

I’m a lawyer. My friends 
are lawyers and VPs of 
corporations. I work as 
much at home as I do in the 
office. I use technology to 
keep myself organized. 

Professional Industry

I play tennis, and am 
learning squash. We try and 
take two family vacations 
a year. I’m immersed in my 
career and find it fulfilling. 
My family has a golf club 
membership.

Side Hustle/Hobbies

Isabelle
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P9449
SAVANNAH 
LAPTOP BRIEF 
An all-purpose and posh briefcase for your day at the office, 
and when out for the night. When your laptop and gear need 
a charge, use the built-in USB charging port for convenient 
charging with your own power bank and/or cable. Also featuring 
zippers galore, use its various organizer pockets inside, two 
vertical zippered pockets on the front, or back slash pocket for 
optimal storage! It also boasts a padded area to hold your laptop 
(with elastic hook and loop fastener - fits laptops up to 17.3 in)

QTY 25 100 250 500 750

2AB2C 57.42 53.74 45.82 40.35 38.82

Double zippered closure to main 
compartment with padded
laptop compartment and 

organizer.

SAVANNAH

Built-in USB charging port for 
convenient charging with your 
own power bank and/or cable.

Back slash pocket with hook and 
loop fastener. Black webbed 

band to slip on your roller bag.

Two vertical zippered pockets 
on the front, with leatherette 

accents.

 Prices are accurate at time of printing and are subject to change. See website for most current pricing and promotions. 

http://debco.rocks/MyBagMyAdventureEN_P9449


SP9393
TIGARD 
DUFFLE BAG 
This perfect gym-sized duffle is made of 600D heathered 
Polyester with a large moon-shaped opening, side zippered 
mesh pocket, and hefty front pocket. The separate shoe 
compartment keeps sweaty shoes isolated from the rest of 
your contents and the adjustable shoulder strap is padded for 
superior comfort. The webbed handles offer a secondary way 
to carry the bag. A wonderful bag for gym goers, dancers, 
swimmers, and urban adventurers.     

QTY 25 100 250 500 750

2AB2C 43.32 40.32 34.20 30.12 28.98

KN8142
OXFREED 
LAPTOP BACKPACK
Capitalizing on the very modern rucksack look, the Oxfreed 
features a fully padded laptop pocket, elegant PVC straps 
with easy to fasten magnetic clips, as well as inside organizer 
pockets. The padded airmesh adjustable shoulder straps are 
ultra-comfortable and the two side and front middle pockets 
provide additional storage space. You’re going to love the retail-
inspired pinstripe interior and the fact that this 600D heathered 
Polyester backpack comes packaged in a non-woven storage 
bag.

QTY 25 100 250 500 750

2AB2C 44.88 41.80 35.49 31.25 30.07

Isabelle also likes...

CA9445 DA9313
THE IMAGINATOR NOTEBOOK STARLIGHT 350 ML. (12 OZ.) 

COFFEE MUG

http://debco.rocks/MyBagMyAdventureEN_KN8142
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THE
TRADESMAN

I’m strong. I work with 
my hands but my mind is 
equally as sharp. We’re a 
family of five (plus a dog). I 
live in a rural community. I 
love sports. I’m up early for 
work and early to bed. I like 
quality products but always 
look for a deal.

This is my Bag,
This is my Adventure...

I’m Trevor...

I’m an electrician. My 
friends work in the trades. 
My days are long but I also 
take long weekends. My 
truck is my office.

Professional Industry...

I’m an avid fisherman. I 
coach all of my kids’ teams. 
I’m constantly renovating 
my house. We love family 
camping trips. I play in an 
over-35 year old basketball 
league on Tuesday nights. 

Side Hustle/Hobbies...

Trevor
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CB9434
URSA MAJOR 
LARGE COOLER BAG 
This elegant cooler bag has a Polyester linen look and a 
three-sided top zippered closure to main area to store 
your daily essentials. Hosting a PEVA liner this cooler is 
equipped with an extra thick, 40mm PE Foam airlock 
insulated cover, and 20mm PE Foam airlock insulated 
walls. It’s also leak proof and heat sealed. This awesome 
cooler will keep your groceries and snack cold for hours!

QTY 25 100 250 500 750

2AB2C 47.86 44.64 37.94 33.42 32.15

EXTRA THICK 
40mm and 20mm 
PE foam insulation.

HEAT SEALED 

AND

LEAK PROOF!

40M
M

Actual depth 
of PE foam 
insulation!

URSA MAJOR

Polyester linen look with three 
sided top zippered closure to 

spacious main area.

PEVA liner with extra thick 40mm 
(top) and 20mm(walls/bottom) 

PE Foam airlock insulation. 
Insulation is heat sealed and 

leak proof. 
Holds ice for up to 24h.

Imprinted price includes one colour one location imprint unless otherwise indicated. Set up charge $60.00(G) is extra. 
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SP9462
FIERGI 
DUFFLE BAG
Whether going to the gym or out-and-about for the day, 
this duffle holds your valuables, big or small. A soft-touch 
600D heathered polyester fabric shows off its modern look, 
complemented by two carry handles and one side carry 
handle. On the inside is an inner grey liner, and a mesh pocket 
for storage, perfect for hauling your daily needs.

QTY 25 100 250 500 750

2AB2C 28.06 25.78 21.62 19.03 18.32

SP6533
IVY TRADER 
19” SPORTS BAG 
A classic duffle bag with a trendy look. The Ivy Trader Sports 
Bag was a head of its time with its design and heathered 
grey colouring. Built from durable 300D Polyester PVC and 
1680D Polyester this bag is built tough for the change room, 
soccer field, or hockey bench. Its zippered shoe compartment, 
double zippered main compartment, and various other 
zippered valuable compartments, this bag will take care of your 
belongings while you are off breaking a sweat.

QTY 25 100 250 500 750

2AB2C 41.78 38.84 32.93 29.00 27.90

Trevor also likes...

WB8118 CU9450
VICTORY 1000 ML. (33 OZ.) 
PLASTIC SQUEEZE BOTTLE

CITY FRONT SMARTPHONE 
WALLET
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Leatherette Patch

This leatherette patch is sure to 
impress anyone that sees it. Its 
fashionable look and antiqued 
texture add perceived value to 
your logo by adding a level of 
sophistication. Available in a variety 
of colors, your logo will take-on an 
added dimension on this debossed 
leatherette patch.

Decorative Metal Plaque

Experience a luxurious look and feel 
to your next promotional product 
with the addition of a sleek metal 

plaque. Your embossed logo is 
elevated from the surface allowing 

your brand to literally stand out! 
Available with full color process, 

add any design or logo to a variety 
of our bags with a WOW factor 

that’s unparalleled.  

Visit www.debsolutions.com for more decoration information and pricing.

DECORATION

http://debco.rocks/DebcoHomeBagBookfine_EN


Perma Press

Our Perma Press decoration 
provides a stunning four- process 
or multi-spot colour imprint without 
the need of a full background. This 
method is available on an array of 
textile materials.

Embroidery

For a custom-tailored look, our 
embroidery brings your unique 

design to life in all manner of 
stitches and colors. Embroidery is 

an elegant and time honored way 
to portray a wide range of logo 

types. Embroidery offers the perfect 
means to add value to your bag. 
And it’s a fact that embroidery is 
long lasting and can be washed.

Visit www.debsolutions.com for more decoration information and pricing.

DECORATION

http://debco.rocks/DebcoHomeBagBookfine_EN


BEST SELLERS

CB800 
COOLER BAG
• 600D Polyester 
• Adjustable/non-detachable shoulder strap with plastic hardware 
• Heat-sealed leakproof clear vinyl metallic liner 
• Outside full length slash pocket (9” W x 7” H) 

QTY 50 250 500 750

AB2C 17.50 14.45 12.72 12.25

AB2C 18.90 15.65 13.77 13.25

Black, Blue, Red

Heathered Grey

P4481 
BUSINESS BRIEF 
• 600D Polyester 
• Adjustable/detachable webbed shoulder strap 
• Zippered 6.5” H front outside pocket 
• Folded webbed carry handles 

QTY 35 100 250 500 750

2AB2C 28.08 26.40 22.14 19.48 18.75

2AB2C 31.16 29.34 24.69 21.73 20.92

Black, Blue

Heathered Grey

 Pricing expires June 30, 2018. Visit www.debcosolutions.com for additional decorating information and costs.

http://debco.rocks/MyBagMyAdventureEN_CB800
http://debco.rocks/MyBagMyAdventureEN_CB800
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SP362  
20” SPORTS BAG 
• 600D Polyester 
• Two 2” end gusseted pockets and side pocket 
• Double zipper top opening with a hook and loop fastener tab closure 
• Dropped-in bottom base 

QTY 35 100 250 500 750

2AB2C 24.82 23.30 19.47 17.13 16.50

2AB2C 26.98 25.36 21.25 18.70 18.00

Black, Blue

Heathered Grey

P3724 
BUSINESS BRIEF 
• 600D Polyester 
• Inside pen/pencil and calculator holders 
• Built-in plastic key tag, change pocket, and umbrella loops 
• Zippered front pocket (13.5” W x 8” H)

QTY 50 250 500 750

AB2C 13.48 10.94 9.60 9.23

AB2C 14.64 11.94 10.48 10.08

Black, Blue

Heathered Grey

BEST SELLERS

http://debco.rocks/MyBagMyAdventureEN_SP362
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What’s Your 
Adventure?
#MyBag #MyAdventure
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